
 

For Xbox 360. The splendor of the Spartan's armor, its shield, spear and helmet lures many to recreate them in order to show
off their own warrior skills. But have you noticed how other players are wearing similar looking armor? It is almost as if they all
could be Spartans! Now with this season’s release of Halo: Spartan Assault, you're able to step into the shoes of a Spartan
warrior through the Dual Audio Eng Hindi feature that lets you play alongside your friends who are speaking in English or
Spanish. Let's meet the Spartans!

Many players were left puzzled at why no one was speaking in their language when they were playing with friends on Xbox
Live. Whether you were an Xbox 360 or Planetside 2 player, it was confusing when you couldn't understand what your friends
were saying. Once the Eng Hindi feature was enabled, players began to hear their friends speak in English and Hindi (if they had
enabled it) while playing on Xbox Live. This feature was only available for select titles such as Halo: Spartan Assault and certain
Planetside 2 servers, but we're excited to announce that we're expanding the Eng Hindi feature through an update for Halo:
Reach and Arena on October 29th . The Eng Hindi feature will also be available in the following Xbox One titles:

This is just one step in ensuring that everyone can enjoy their gaming experiences with their friends online. Now everyone can
communicate with their friends no matter where they're from! As the first step towards the goal of bringing Eng Hindi to all
games that offer online multiplayer, we are excited to announce that on October 29th , there will be an update for Halo: Reach
and Halo 4 which will allow players to select Eng Hindi as one of their supported languages. This new patch adds BOTH English
and Hindi voiceover for Spartan Ops episodes, Custom Games, Forge, Campaign and Matchmaking lobbies.

Keep checking back at Xbox Wire as well as eng-hindi.xbox. com to learn more about the expansion of the Eng Hindi feature.
For PC. Download and use eng-hindi.xbox.com to generate a config file with your language settings and install it onto your
Xbox 360 console (or copy over the existing config file from your Halo: Reach disc).

On October 29th, we will update Halo: Reach with Eng Hindi support for PC users around the world! This update will give
players with Xbox 360 compatible copies of Halo: Reach access to their language for both Campaign and Multiplayer content,
and will be available at no charge to all players who own an Xbox 360 copy of Halo: Reach . 

Following the update, you'll be able to select English, French, German, Italian or Spanish as one of your language options in
Halo: Reach . On November 6th via Xbox Live Update , players will be able to get into the hell-of-war with additional language
support for Xbox LIVE! Bungie announced today that two new languages will be added to the upcoming downloadable content
for Halo 4 . The new languages are Spanish and Brazilian Portuguese. Players will have access to characters in their native
language when playing Campaign Mode or multiplayer games. Fans who own an Xbox 360 version of Halo 4 can download the
DLC at no additional cost, while players on Xbox One may download it via Xbox LIVE before November 11th.
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